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Pulsating Stars 





Miras



Miras

Scatter (statistical error) 10 times larger than Cepheids (note on  
Fitting M, logP and  M, log(P-1) ) 
 







Miras

Anyway people try to use 
Miras for H0 determination 
e.g. Riess et al. 2019 



Type II Cepheids





BL Her



W Virginis



RV Tauri



Type II Cepheids
Well defined groups quite easy to identify

2 mag fainther than classical Cepheids and less frequent 

Only  BL Her and W Vir useful for distance determination

Caution with peculiar W Vir

Metallicity effect not so well studied so far

Zero point (just two had reasonable Hipparcos parallaxes and one of 
them is peculiar ...)

BW / p-factors very scarse studies (e.g. Pilecki et al. 2017)

Very inetresting for determining distances to dwarf spheroidal 
galaxies / globular clusters were we do not observe classical 
Cepheids  

Independent technique (other population, so population effects 
should be different)



Anomalous Cepheids





RR Lyrae 





RR Lyrae

Ancient population
Frequent in GCs and 
all galaxies
Easy to identify



RR Lyrae PL relations



An example: distance to Fornax galaxy  �
Karczmarek et al. 2017





RR Lyrae resume

Robust tool for 5% distance determination
Soon better once the ZP is well calibrated
Metallicity estimation (quite difficult given faint 
magnitudes) 
Usually proxy from RGB morphology.  



Problem with mass

Theoretical models differ by some 30 % 
No RR Lyrae in eclipsing binary known so 
We do not have empirical determinations of 
physical parameters of RR Lyrae stars. 



Eclipsing RR Lyrae ! 

Soszyński et al. Acta Astronomica  vol. 61 p. 1-23 

















New Class of variable stars 
(Binary Evolution Pulsator - BEP) 

=> 0.8 %  contamination in RR Lyrae catalogs 
=> New evolutionary channel  discovered 

=> Study of pulsating properties (Smolec et al. 
2012) 

=> Around 5% contamination for Cepheids 

=> Most probably peculiar W Virginis are also 
BEPs 

 



"  Good  candidates for RR Lyrae in eclipsing binaries   

"  OGLE data (Hajdu et al. 2015)  



Binarity

Unique possibility to measure geometrical distances

Unresolved blends (bias in distance determination)

BEPs – peculiar stars mimicking classical pulsators



Type II Cepheids 



             Piculiar W Vir OGLE-LMC-T2CEP-098  
                               (Pilecki et al. 2017)    







Pulsating stars conclusions

Classical Cepheids are by far the best for 
calibrating SN Ia
Best studied and calibrated
Other stars very usefull to test pupulation effects
(in general we can conclude calibration of the cosmic distance scale 
once we get consistent picture from all methods) 

In some environments we do not have classical 
Cepheids 



Structures on the CMD









Structures on the CMD



Red clump stars

form very compact feature in CMD                       
are very numerous                                                  

 
about 1000 RC stars have very accurate (< 10 %) 
paralaxes measured by Hipparcos.                     

 

population effects ?  



RC population effects in I band

 => Analysis of Hipparcos sample (-0.5 < [Fe/H] <0.1) 
showed that the dependence on metallicity is of  
0.14 +- 0.04 mag/dex (Udalski 2000). 
 
⇒ Studies of RC stars in clusters in MC yielded no dependence on 

age in the range from 2 to 9 Gyrs (Udalski 1998)                                                     

⇒  Strong dependence on both age and metallicity (Girardi and 
Salaris 2001) was found from models. 

 
⇒ LMC distances m-M = 18.06 mag (Udalski et al. 1998), m-M = 

18.24 Udalski et al. 2000, 18.50 Girardi and Salaris 2000 



RC in K  band

 => Negligible dependence on reddening !                    
 
⇒ Calibration based on archival photometry from 1960s (Alves 

2000).       
⇒  The photometry of the faintest stars from the  sample was 

checked to be on the Koornneef   system (Alves 2000).                                           
⇒ No dependence on metallicity for the stars  from the Hipparcos  
     sample (Alves 2000).  
 
⇒ No dependence on age in the range from 2 to 9 Gyrs Grocholsky 

and Sarajedini (2002), Girardi and Salaris 2001 
 
 
  



RC in the LMC 



LMC distance RC in the K band�
calibration: Alves 2000�
�
2002:�
Alves et al.; Pietrzynski and Gieren; Sarajedini�
�
all m-M close to 18.50 mag �
�
Finally  Laney,  Joner,  Pietrzynski  (2012)  precision 
calibration of RC stars:�
�
LMC m-M = 18.47 mag



RC in K  band



RC in K  band


